Introduction
Image fusion can synthesize many images from different sensors into a picture which can meet specific application by using a mathematical model. It can effectively combine the advantages from different images and improve the analysis ability (Blum et al., 2005) . In recent years, the image fusion in automatic target recognition, computer vision, remote sensing, robots, medical image processing and military fields has a very wide range of applications. In many of the image fusion technology, image fusion based on multi-resolution analysis has become the focus of research and hotspot now. At present, the image fusion base on multi-resolution method can be divided into three kinds (Hu et al., 2008) : the first kind is based on the pyramid decomposition (such as Laplace pyramid, ratio low-pass pyramid, contrast pyramid, gradient pyramid, etc.). The second type is based on wavelet decomposition, such as discrete wavelet transform (Li &Wu, 2003) , wavelet and wavelet packet framework (Wang, 2004) , multi-wavelet transform , integer wavelet transform (Wang et al., 2008) , FILWT (Li&Zhu, 2007) , the dual tree complex wavelet transform (Yang et al., 2007) , etc. The third type is new multiresolution methods, such as image fusion based on finite ridgelet transform (Liu et al., 2007) , curvelet transform (Filippo et al., 2007) and contourlet transform (Li et al., 2008; Yang & Jiao, 2008) . In the multi-resolution fusion process, the choices of rules and operators is crucial and it will affects the quality of fusion image. However, the existing multiresolution image fusion research and experiment are basically only for two images and the model is only suitable for 2 image fusion. It cannot be generalized to many images (two above ) fusion. Although in the multiresolution image fusion methods, the existing simple fusion rules model can be extended to the fusion which has more than two image. Such as average accurate measurement, pixel absolute value choose big quasi measurement and based on region characteristics (such as regional energy, entropy, variance, average gradient, contrast and markov distance etc) choice of large prospective measurement, etc, but the result is very limited. Therefore, this paper, a novel fusion algorithm of multiple images based on fast integer lifting wavelet transform is proposed. The algorithm may consider both of the result and speed of the fusion with tools of lifting wavelet. Also, according to the image promotion wavelet transformation different sub-bands characteristics, two kinds of new high and low frequency fusion strategy are proposed respectively. The result of experiment shows that this algorithm is not only suitable for rebalanced source image fusion, and can achieve good fusion result and faster fusion speed.
Integer lifting wavelet transform
Sweldens from Bell Labs proposed a method which does not depend on the Fourier transform of ascension wavelet construction in the mid 1990's, it not only inherited the timefrequency localization features of traditional wavelet but also has some other advantages (Li&Zhu, 2007; Lin, 2005) 
The basic principle of integer lifting wavelet transform
In spatial domain, the realization process of lifting wavelet transform mainly divided into three steps:
Step 1. Split. Which produce a simple lazy wavelet and it make a original signal 0,n s into two smaller each intersection Wavelet subset 
Where the " () split  "means Split operator.
Step 2. Calculate. The process of calculation mainly means dual lifting. The adjacent even number sequence can be used to predict the odd sequence because of the dependence between the data, 
Where the " () update  "means Update operators. After the finite layer of ascension, even sequences represent wavelet decomposition of lowfrequency even after the ascending sequence represents wavelet decomposition lowfrequency and odd sequence represents the high coefficients of low-frequency do the same operation can be get to the next level transformation. Ascension wavelet transform inverter change just put the above steps in turn.
Biorthogonal symmetric 9/7 wavelet decomposition of integer ascension
Any limited long wavelet filters can be decomposed by factor its corresponding mechanism of promoting realization. This paper used for image fusion of ascension wavelet transforms using image processing use most (9/7) filter. If the input signal recorded as   k ss k Z  .Then the corresponding implementation method for ascension (Lin, 2005) :
, For image promotion wavelet transform method usually adopts the ranks of image is hierarchically, first did them ascension decomposition of matrix transformation, again to results obtained by columns are ascending decomposition transform, after a layer decomposes available source image smooth characteristics respectively reflect the lowfrequency sub image and reflect brightness mutation and details of the three characteristics in horizontal and vertical direction (in) and diagonal high-frequency sub image. Compared with the traditional based on convolution computation of wavelet transform compared, adopting lifting scheme can wavelet transform the calculation average halved, in two-dimensional image data processing, can reduce about 3/4 computation (Li&Zhu, 2007; Lin, 2005) . Figure 1 (Top) shows a two dimensional example of visible light image for integer lifting wavelet decomposition with depth 2 and with depth 3. 
Image fusion based on integer lifting wavelet transform

The fusion rules of the low frequency area
Then defining a matching degree ( , )
J MNC x y : Where, the complete computational algorithm of weighting coefficient ( 1, 2, , ) Table 1 .
If there have a ,
Else L e t 0 ( 1 , 2 , , a n d ) 
By above knowable, while the ABS of the low-frequency coefficients have large differences，then choose the coefficient absolute value larger as the fusion of pixels; while the ABS of the low-frequency coefficients have rarely differences，adopt WA-Weighted Average determine fusion of low-frequency coefficients. So the low-frequency fusion rules may, according to the characteristics of the image itself dynamically select the weighted average method and the pixel of absolute value chosen 51, thus namely suitable for low frequence part complementary stronger image, and suitable for low frequence part more similar, complementary poor image. 
The fusion rules of the high frequency area
Then, a matching degrees is defined as given below. 
Where, the complete computational algorithm of weighting coefficient ( 1, 2, , ) Table 2 .
If the corresponding mean variance Else L e t 0 ( 1 , 2 , , a n d ) 
Above fusion rules indicate, while the high frequency component of source image have large difference in local mean variance in the corresponding decomposition layers and the corresponding on the direction, the corresponding decomposition layers and the corresponding on the direction of local mean variance large difference, that one of the source image contains rich details information, and other source image containing less detailed information, then use local mean variance choose big fusion rules. And in other hands, while the high frequency component of source image have less difference in local mean variance in the corresponding decomposition layers and the corresponding on the direction, it explained that the high coefficients contain rich details information, when using the weighted average fusion operators determine after fusion of wavelet coefficients. This can be clearly retention of image significantly signal details, can avoid again missing information, reduce the noise again at the same time ensure the consistency of the fused image.
The image fusion scheme
The fusion framework using integer lifting wavelet transform is shown in Fig.2 . The approach to image fusion in ILWT (integer lifting wavelet transform) domain is as follows.
Step 1. First, separately two-dimensional integer lifting wavelet decomposition to the source image 12 ,,, n II I  which have registration already.
Step 2. Adopt the rules of selection and weighted average low-frequency fusion in section 3.1 for the low-frequency decomposition coefficient; the corresponding lowfrequency fused images are obtained by using (7) and (9).
Step 3. For the vertical and horizontal and diagonal three orientations of high-frequency decomposition coefficient, go for high frequency component by using (14) and (15) 
Experimental study and analysis
In order to verify the algorithm the effect and the performance, we focus more on three pieces of the image fusion simulation experiment. At the same time, also with the other two traditional wavelet images fusion algorithms of results were compared. In this algorithm, the source image on three-layer integer ascension wavelet decomposition, take a Form with www.intechopen.com Fig. 2 . The fusion framework using integer lifting wavelet transform size of 3×3 in local region; the fusion when matching degree threshold of high frequency part and the low frequency part are separately took to be 0.75 and 0.65. In order to facilitate comparison, here the other two traditional wavelet image fusion algorithms are recorded as: wavelet fusion algorithm I and wavelet fusion algorithm II. Including, wavelet fusion algorithm of I high and low frequency component used respectively to local variance choose big norms and weighted average of low-frequency fusion rule, and the wavelet fusion algorithm of high and low frequency component II respectively by means of absolute value choose big norms and take an average of low-frequency fusion rules In addition, the fusion algorithm of wavelet II and algorithm II, choose sym type 4 as multi-scale wavelet image decomposition and reconstruction tool, but wavelet decomposition layers and the local window size of the region and the algorithm are consistent. Figure 3 gives more focused on three pictures of image fusion result. Figure 3 Figure 3 (d) and (e), (f) in order to take advantage of this paper fusion algorithm, wavelet and wavelet I fusion algorithm fusion algorithm II income of fused image. From the fusion results can see, three algorithms can get quite satisfactory visual effect, as far as possible to eliminate the source image focusing of the difference, raises the fused image of overall clarity. But by comparing it was evident that this algorithm can income of fused image is best effect, the fused images in all goals are the most clearly. In order to better compare three algorithm is superior, figure 2 shows three algorithm of fused image left, income from middle and right to local area of large PIC Among them, the figure 4 (a) and (d), (g) respectively derived from the algorithm income of fused image left, and right among local regions; Figure 4 Figure 4 (g) the edge of the ball was the most obvious, the most clear, the details to double eliminate the most clean Relative to character, the algorithm of wavelet fusion algorithm I income of fusion result commercial and wavelet fusion algorithm II income of fusion result worst, such as figure 4 (c) of the rings and the cord almost invisible, figure 4 (f) the zigzag and background line and figure 4 (I), the ball is not too clear. Subjective visual evaluation can be given fusion result intuitive contrast, but are susceptible to personal experience and visual psychology factors, so need and objective evaluation standard combining comprehensive evaluation. Here we use the information entropy (IE), average gradient (AG) and SD as objective performance evaluation standard (Blum et al., 2005) , is presented in table 3 the above image fusion result the objective performance evaluation results. From table 3 shows an objective evaluation index data can see: relative wavelet fusion algorithm, this algorithm can I and II obtained relatively good objective evaluation index and faster fusion. From figure 1 of the fusion results can see, relative to other two kinds of wavelet fusion method, this chapter algorithm of fused image edge details of income is more significant. In order to more intuitive to assess the algorithm can well reserve the detail information source image edge, Laplace operator selects the edge extraction of fused image in figure 3 , and the edge extraction of fused image is shown in Fig.5 . Obviously the algorithm fusion image edges detail information richer, more conducive to image segmentation, identification further treatment.
Conclusion
Based on the analysis of the existing multi-resolution fusion method, based on most current fusion effect good multi-resolution fusion model is only suitable for two images fusion, unable to better suit many images fusion of the problem, this paper proposes an integer ascension based on wavelet transform many images fusion algorithm. For many, blurring the amplitude image fusion experimental simulation and the experimental results were compared and analyzed. Experimental results show that the algorithm not only suitable for real-time rebalanced source image fusion, and can obtain rapid visual effect is better, details, and more abundant of fused image. In addition, can put the image fusion effect the objective evaluation index is introduced to this paper matching degree of the threshold of adaptive selection process, the matching degree of the threshold of optimal choice problem is transformed into an optimal problem, so using intelligent optimization algorithm (such as immune genetic algorithm, cloning algorithm and the particle swarm optimization algorithm, etc) to realize the matching degree of the threshold of optimal choice, it needs to be further research.
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